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Monte Carlo simulations were performed to calculate the temperature dependence of the primary yields
(g-values) of the radical and molecular products of the radiolysis of pure, deaerated liquid water by low
linear-energy-transfer (LET) radiation. The early energy deposition was approximated by considering short
segments (∼100 µm) of 300-MeV proton tracks (corresponding to an average LET of∼0.3 keV/µm). The
subsequent nonhomogeneous chemical evolution of the reactive species formed in these tracks was simulated
by using the independent reaction times approximation, which has previously been used successfully to model
the radiolysis of liquid water at ambient temperature under various conditions. Our calculatedg-values for
the radiolytic species: eaq

- , OH, H, H2, and H2O2, are presented as a function of temperature over the range
25-300 °C. They show an increase ing(eaq

- ), g(OH), and [g(H) + g(H2)] and a decrease ing(H2O2) with
increasing temperature, in agreement with existing experimental data. The sensitivity of the results to the
values of reaction rate constants and to the temperature dependence of electron thermalization distances (r th)
was also investigated. It was found that the best agreement with experiment occurs when the distances of
electron thermalization decrease with increasing temperature, a result that is at variance with the predictions
of previous modeling studies. Such a decrease inrth as the temperature increases could be linked to an increase
in the scattering cross sections of subexcitation electrons that would account for the corresponding decrease
in the degree of structural order of water molecules. Our simulations also suggest that the variations of the
g-values with temperature, and especially that ofg(H2), are better described if we account for the screening
of the Coulomb forces between the two eaq

- in the bimolecular self-reaction of the hydrated electron. Finally,
the time-dependent yields of eaq

- and OH are presented as functions of temperature, in the range 10-12-10-6

s. It was found that the temporal variation ofg(eaq
- ) at elevated temperatures is sensitive to the temperature

dependence ofr th, suggesting that measurements of the decay of hydrated electrons as functions of time and
temperature could, in turn, provide information on the thermalization of subexcitation electrons. The good
overall accord of our calculated results with the experimental data available from the literature demonstrates
that Monte Carlo simulation methods offer a most promising avenue at present to further develop our
understanding of temperature effects in the radiolysis of liquid water.

1. Introduction

A detailed knowledge of theγ-radiolysis of liquid water at
elevated temperatures is an important factor in the overall
chemistry occurring in water-cooled/moderated nuclear reactor
systems, which operate with typical temperatures in the range
∼250-315°C.1-6 The key parameters are the “primary” yields
or g-values (defined as a number of species per 100 eV of
absorbed energy) of the radical and molecular products of water
radiolysis (eaq

- , H, OH, H2, H2O2, H3O+...) and the rate
constants and activation energies of their interreactions. These
products are associated with deleterious corrosion and hydriding
processes in the core and in the various piping components of
the reactors.1,5,7

Understanding these processes involves knowledge of the
early energy deposition and the subsequent physicochemical and
nonhomogeneous chemical evolution of the system to times, at
room temperature, on the order of 10-6 s, after which the

remaining radiolytic products are usually regarded as homoge-
neously distributed in the bulk of the solution.8,9 Such a short
temporal domain is not easily accessible experimentally,
especially since we wish to study the effects of high temperature
on water radiolysis. In this work, we have extended our recently
developed Monte Carlo simulation studies of the radiolysis of
liquid water10,11 to account precisely for processes over the
temperature range from ambient up to 300°C. Using these
simulations, theg-values of all the radiolytic species are
calculated as functions of time and temperature for low linear-
energy-transfer (LET) radiation corresponding essentially to60-
Co γ-rays (mean photon energy 1250 keV) or X-rays of the
same energy. The results of the calculations are compared with
the available experimental data and other theoretical models.
In addition, a detailed study of the sensitivity of the results to
the values of reaction rate constants and to the temperature
dependence of electron thermalization distances has also been
performed in an effort to estimate the impact of those factors
on the calculated yields.
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A preliminary report of this work has been presented
elsewhere.12

2. Method and Reaction Scheme

It is usual to divide into three main temporal stages the series
of events that take place in liquid water following the absorption
of ionizing radiation. Here, we briefly describe those stages and
the approach used to model them through stochastic simulation
methods. Since a detailed description of the principles of our
simulation methodology has already been published,10,11we will
restrict this presentation to the most essential features. In view
of the focus of the present paper, we will outline the influence
of the temperature on the unfolding of each stage.

The first stagescalled the “physical stage”sconsists of the
period prior to 10-14 s, during which energy is deposited by
the primary radiation particles and by all of the secondary
(tertiary, and so forth) electrons that result from the ionization
of the water molecules. This energy deposition occurs through
the slowing down of those particles via a variety of inelastic
scattering processes, including ionization, electronic and/or
vibrational excitation of single water molecules, and excitation
of plasmon-type collective modes. The simulation codes that
we use to cover this stage are TRACPRO and TRACELE, which
describe the detailed transport and slowing down of incident
protons and electrons, respectively.10 To reproduce the effects
of 60Co γ-radiolysis, we use short track segments (∼100 µm)
of 300-MeV protons over which the average LET value obtained
in the simulations is∼0.3 keV/µm.6 As has already been
shown,11 these protons, through appropriate choices of their
initial energies, act as excellent model particles for various LET
radiation types.

All the events of the physical stage are simulated by a “step-
by-step” method that describes each scattering event, recording
the position of the energy deposition, the actual amount of
energy lost by the scattered particle, its angular deflection, and
modification caused locally to the medium. If a secondary
electron is produced through ionization, its initial physical
parameters (starting point, energy, and direction of motion) are
also recorded for further processing of its transport and action
in the medium. The stochastic selection of the scattering events
is done with various sampling techniques (direct inversion, etc.)
in accordance with the appropriate scattering cross sections for
each process.10

The scattering cross sections used in the simulations are
independent of the medium’s temperature because the energy
of the ionizing particles is much larger than the thermal energies
and because the motion of the target (water) molecules can be
neglected. However, the density (F) of pressurized water varies
with temperature (fromF ) 1 g/cm3 at room temperature toF
) 0.7125 g/cm3 at 300°C),1 and this influences the particle’s
scattering mean free paths (MFP) which are related to the
scattering cross sections through the simple relation MFP)
1/(σN), whereσ is the total cross section andN is the number
of scatterers per unit volume. The∼30% decrease inN that
takes place when the temperature is increased from 25 to 300
°C thus causes the energy depositions to become significantly
further apart. As a result of the invariance of the scattering cross
sections, this dilatation is proportional to the inverse of the
density. Physically, this means that temperature brings the water
molecules further apart but does not change their ability to
interact with the energetic particles.

The second stagescalled the “physicochemical stage”s
consists of the period during which the energy that has been
deposited in the medium is used to produce the initial chemical

species of the radiolysis. This intermediate stage between the
purely physical (energy deposition) and purely chemical events
of water radiolysis is handled by our simulation code
TRACELE.10 During this period, which extends from∼10-14

to 10-12 s, there is not time enough for appreciable diffusion to
take place. The electronically excited water molecules (H2O*)
undergo transformations that can lead to their autoionization,
dissociation, or simply a return to the ground state. The ionized
water molecules (H2O+) are allowed to migrate via a sequence
of electron transfers to the H2O+ hole before a proton-transfer
reaction occurs. This latter reaction with a neighboring water
molecule leads to the formation of OH radicals and H+ (H3O+)
ions. As for the “subexcitation electrons”,13 they relax through
a series of vibrational and rotational excitations of the water
molecules14 and, in doing so, migrate to a point where they are
thermalized, then trapped between water molecules, and finally
hydrated (eaq

- ). The distance that separates the initial position
of the subexcitation electron and the position at which it
becomes hydrated is herein referred to as the “electron ther-
malization distance”rth, on the basis of the conjecture that
electron thermalization, trapping, and hydration follow in quick
succession.15 In the simulations, electron thermalization is
modeled by a random walk that gives rise to a distribution of
rth values.16,17 One should note that in the course of its
thermalization, the subexcitation electron can encounter an H2O+

ion and recombine to form H2O*.15 It can also form a transient
anion H2O-, which quickly undergoes dissociation with the
release of H- and OH, the hydride ion then reacting immediately
with another water molecule via a proton transfer to give H2

and OH-.18

The influence of the temperature on the physicochemical stage
is not well understood. On one hand, the possible decay channels
for H2O+ and H2O* are likely to be essentially independent of
temperature since those primary processes are not thermally
activated. This assumption of temperature independence has
been adopted in the present work. It should be mentioned,
however, that other authors, such as Swiatla-Wojcik and
Buxton19 (hereafter referred to as SWB), have suggested that
the temperaturesthrough a diminution of hydrogen bonding in
liquid waterscould possibly change the relative contributions
of the dissociative decay channels for H2O* (see section 3.1.5).
On the other hand, the migration of the ions H2O+ and of the
subexcitation electrons is likely to be sensitive to temperature.
First of all, the variations of density would act as they did in
the physical stage, increasing (on average) each step of the
random walk. But any number of other phenomena could come
into play. For example, when a “hot” (subvibrational) electron
is slowing down before eventually getting trapped, it goes
through a stage during which its energy is nearly thermal, so
that it cannot only lose energy but also gain some from the
surrounding medium. If the duration of this quasi-equilibrium
stage depends on temperature, it could affect the electron
thermalization distances.

Another temperature effect, that could turn out to be the most
important one in the physicochemical stage, is its influence on
the scattering cross sections of the low-energy electrons. In fact,
electrons in the subexcitation energy range are known to be
sensitive to the structural order of the surrounding medium,
owing to their nonnegligible delocalized character. In various
media, their scattering cross-sections have been shown to
increase rapidly when the degree of order diminishes.20 This
also seems to be the case for water, since the electron cross
sections found in amorphous ice at low incident energy21 appear
to be somewhat smaller (by a factor of∼2) than those that apply
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to liquid water10,17 and much smaller (by at least an order of
magnitude) than those reported for the gas phase.21 On this basis,
one could expect the scattering cross sections of subexcitation
electrons to increase with temperature in the range 25-300°C,
since the breaking of the hydrogen bonds gives rise to a decrease
of the structural order. It is difficult to estimate to what extent
this could affect thermalization distances, but one cannot exclude
the possibility that this effect could overcome the∼30%
decrease in the density as temperature increases from 25 to 300
°C and in turn reduce those distances significantly. A similar
conclusion was obtained previously by Hochanadel and Ghorm-
ley,22 who suggested that, at higher temperature, “subexcitation
electrons are thermalized more rapidly”. We will show in section
3.3 that, indeed, our simulations better reproduce the experi-
mental yields if electron thermalization distances decrease with
increasing temperature.

It should be noted that the temperature effects that we
mentioned do not modify the initial yields of the radiolytic
species. In contrast, they can significantly affect the initial spatial
distribution of those species and, in turn, their subsequent
reaction kinetics.

The third and final stage that we consider herescalled the
“stage of nonhomogeneous chemistry”sconsists of the period
after∼10-12 s, during which the radiolytic species diffuse and
react with one another with a kinetics dictated by their initial
nonhomogeneous spatial distribution. At room temperature, this
stage is essentially completed on the microsecond time scale,11,23

after which homogeneous chemistry takes over. To model the
chemical development occurring during this stage, we use a
simulation approach called the “independent reaction times”
(IRT) method,24 which considers all the possible pairs of
reactants created in the entire particle track and stochastically
samples the order in which the competing reactions will occur.
The sorting of the sampled reaction times allows the discarding
of events that would involve species that have already reacted.
The code that we use to perform this simulation is called
TRACIRT. Its implementation has been described in detail,11

and its validity has been established through a comparison with
a full step-by-step Monte Carlo simulation method.25 This code
has already been used to model the radiolysis of liquid water at
ambient temperature for radiation tracks of various LET, ranging
from ∼0.3 to 20 keV/µm.11

The stage of nonhomogeneous chemistry is certainly the
period during which the temperature is playing its most
prominent role on the radiolytic process. Our description of this
stage as a function of temperature differs from those of SWB19

and of LaVerne and Pimblott26 (hereafter referred to as LP) in
many respects. The most important difference is that, contrary
to these authors, who describe a concentration gradient of
reactants, we take into account in this work the stochastic nature
of the reactions, since we follow the radiolytic species one by
one. Moreover, we do not have to use idealizedaVerage spurs,
which are inaccurate, since they fail to account for the wide
variety of clusters of species that can be found along the
radiation tracks. In fact, we can directly use the complex spatial
distribution of reactants at∼10-12 s that is provided as an output
of the program TRACELE.10 We thus benefit here from having
developed a full Monte Carlo simulation code that integrates
the three temporal stages of water radiolysis listed above.

Some chemical reactions can take place before any diffusion
of the species occurs because they are already in contact at the
end of the physicochemical stage.10,11 For simplicity, we
consider that those “contact reactions” occur at∼10-12 s, that
is, at the starting point of the nonhomogeneous kinetics. The

occurrence of all the other reactions depends on the ability of
reactants to meet and on the probability that their encounter
gives rise to a reaction (most reactions are not diffusion-
controlled). The physical parameters that will determine the
time-dependent reaction probability of a pair of reactants will
therefore be (i) their initial separation, (ii) their diffusion
coefficient, (iii) their electrostatic interaction (i.e., their charge
and the dielectric constant of the medium), (iv) their reaction
radius, and (v) their probability of reaction per encounter. The
temperature of the medium has an influence on many of those
parameters. We examine successively these effects below.

The effect of temperature on the initial position of the species
comes from the temperature dependence of the scattering mean
free paths mentioned in the first two stages. Its influence on
the diffusion coefficient depends on the actual species consid-
ered, but this parameter always increases with temperature. In
the simulation, the temperature dependences for the diffusion
coefficients of H3O+ and OH- are represented by polynomial
fits to the experimental data, as reported by Elliot.27 Such a
polynomial representation is also used for the diffusion coef-
ficient of eaq

- over the 4-90 °C temperature range. Above 90
°C, this coefficient is represented by an Arrhenius expression
with an activation energy of 20.75 kJ/mol.27 For the other
species, whose diffusion coefficients are unknown at elevated
temperatures, the following scaling procedure has been adopted:

where t denotes the temperature in degrees Celsius. In this
procedure, the temperature dependence for diffusion of a given
reactant (I) is assumed to be the same as that for the
self-diffusion of water (DH2O).27,28The diffusion coefficients (DI)
at 25 °C used in the calculations are listed in Table 1. The
polynomial expression for the temperature dependence ofDH2O

up to 300°C is taken from Elliot.27 As shown by this author,27

self-diffusion in water does not follow an exact Arrhenius
dependence; the apparent activation energy over the 0-300°C

TABLE 1: Values at 25 °C for the Diffusion Coefficients
(DI) and Reaction Radii (r I) of the 15 Reactive Species (I)
Involved in Our Simulations (See refs 11 and 27)a

species
(I)

DI (25 °C)
(10-9 m2 s-1)

temperature dependence
adopted forDI

r I (25 °C)
(nm)

eaq
- 4.9 tabular (ref 27) (t < 90 °C) 0.5

Arrhenius relationship (t > 90 °C)
H+ 9.46 tabular (ref 27) 0.25
H 7.0 self-diffusion of water 0.19
OH 2.2 self-diffusion of water 0.22
H2O2 2.3 self-diffusion of water 0.21
H2 4.8 self-diffusion of water 0.14
OH- 5.3 tabular (ref 27) 0.33
O2 2.4 self-diffusion of water 0.17
O2

- 1.75 self-diffusion of water 0.22
HO2 2.3 self-diffusion of water 0.21
HO2

- 1.4 self-diffusion of water 0.25
O(3P) 2.0 self-diffusion of water 0.2
O- 2.0 self-diffusion of water 0.25
O3

- 2.0 self-diffusion of water 0.2
O3 2.0 self-diffusion of water 0.2

a The temperature dependence adopted forDI is given for each
reactant. The polynomial for describing the self-diffusion of water
(DH2O) between 0 and 300°C is taken from ref 27. Note thatDH2O

does not follow an exact Arrhenius dependence; the apparent activation
energy over 0-300 °C is ∼15.5 kJ/mol (ref 27). H+ is used as an
abbreviation for the hydronium ion H3O+ and O(3P) corresponds to
the oxygen atom in its3P ground state.

DI(t) ) DI(25 °C)
DH2O

(t)

DH2O
(25 °C)

(1)
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range is∼15.5 kJ/mol. The fitting procedures for the diffusion
coefficients of the various species involved in the radiolysis of
water are summarized in Table 1.

The importance of Coulomb forces can be accounted for
through the variation of the Onsager radius (rc),29 which
represents some sort of range of the Coulomb field. Formally,
rc is the distance at which the Coulomb potential energy between
two singly charged ions is equal in magnitude tokBT, wherekB

is Boltzmann’s constant andT ) t + 273.15 is the absolute
temperature of the medium in Kelvin (for water,rc ≈ 0.715
nm at 25°C if we use a dielectric constantε ) 78.4).30 On this
basis, one could think that increasing the thermal energy would
reduce the role played by the Coulomb forces, but it is exactly
the opposite phenomenon that takes place. This is because an
increase in temperature brings disorder in the molecular dipoles
constituent of the medium and, in turn, reduces its dielectric
constant (for water,ε goes from∼78.4 at 25°C to ∼19.7 at
300 °C).30

The influence of the temperature on the reaction radii of the
reacting species and on the probability of reaction in a given
encounter (Preact) is a rather complex matter. What is generally
known is the temperature dependence of the observed reaction
rate constant (kobs), from which it is possible to extract
information on the temperature dependences of the activation
and diffusion processes that are involved in the reaction.27

Indeed, a valuable method for a mathematical representation
of the measured rate constant for a reaction is based on the
Noyes equation:31

where the reciprocal of the measured value is represented by
the sum of the reciprocals of the diffusion and activation
components ofkobs. kdiff is given by the Smoluchowski equation:32

whereNAv is Avogadro’s number,D is the sum of diffusion
coefficients for both reacting species,â is the spin statistical
factor for radical-radical reactions, andr is the reaction distance
(i.e., the sum of the reactant reaction radii). Note that, in the
case of a reaction between particles of the same species, the
term 4π becomes 2π in order to avoid counting twice every
pair of reactants. When the reactants (A and B, for instance)
are both ions, eq 3 can be generalized with the help of the Debye
factor fD ) δ/(eδ - 1), andkdiff is given by the Debye equa-
tion:33

where

ZA andZB are the charges on the ions,e is the electron charge,
ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum, andε(T) is the dielectric
constant of the medium.

In our simulations, the reactions between the species A and
B are divided into six types (1-6).11 Depending on the data
available and on the reaction type,r andPreact were extracted
by different methods. The values at 25°C for the reaction radii
(rI) of the various intervening species (I) are listed in Table 1.
In general, r ) rA + rB is assumed not to change with

temperature. Reactions of types 1 and 3 are fully diffusion
controlled, so thatPreact) 1 andkobs is equal tokdiff . As a result
of this, experimental data forkobscan be modeled by eq 3 or 4.
This fitting procedure is referred to as DC in Table 2. It should
be noted that, for certain type 1 or 3 reactions (referred to as
DC* in Table 2), the experimental data forkobs () kdiff) are
fitted to an Arrhenius equation, so that in those particular cases,
r is no longer equal to the sum of the reactant reaction radii,
though it remains independent of temperature. The difference
between reactions of types 1 and 3 lies in the fact that, in the
former, Coulomb interactions between the reactants do not
intervene, while they are involved in the latter (reactions between
charged species).11 Reactions of types 2 and 4 correspond to
reactions that are partially diffusion-controlled (Preact< 1), and
Preact is given by34

where ø is the distance that separates the reactants after an
unreactive encounter (taken here as 0.3 nm). Hence, extracting
kact from the experimental data forkobs enables us to determine
Preact. Note that eq 6 is equally valid for the cases where
Coulomb interactions are not involved (type 2 reactions) or
intervene (type 4 reactions).11 For reactions whose rates are not
influenced by diffusion, the experimental data forkobsare fitted
to an Arrhenius relationship.kact is deduced at each temperature

TABLE 2: Main Reaction Scheme Inferred from Our
Monte Carlo Simulations of the Radiolysis of Pure,
Deaerated Liquid Water at Temperatures in the Range
25-300 °Ca

symbolb reaction type A0 EA fit

R1 eaq
- + OH f OH- 2 0.0304 -3.5 N

R2 eaq
- + H+ f H 4, 6 1.24 10.1 A

H f eaq
- + H+ 6 - - PO1

R3 eaq
- + eaq

- f H2 + 2OH- 5 - - DC
R4 eaq

- + H f H2 + OH- 5 7.52 14.0 A*
R5 eaq

- + H2O2 f OH + OH- 2 6.26 14.0 N
R6 eaq

- + H2O f H + OH- 6 - - RW
H + OH- f eaq

- + H2O 2, 6 133 38.8 A
R7 OH+ OH f H2O2 2 0.0369 3.0 N
R8 H + OH f H2O 2 0.178 4.5 N
R9 OH+ OH- f O- + H2O 2, 6 - - P

O- + H2O f OH + OH- 6 - - RW
R10 H+ H f H2 5 - - DC
R11 H+ + HO2

- f H2O2 4, 6 - - P
R12 H+ + OH- f H2O 3, 6 - - DC
R13 H+ + O- f OH 4, 6 - - P
R14 H+ O(3P) f OH 1 10.9 15.6 DC*

a For a description of the full reaction scheme considered in our
simulations, see ref 11. The temperature dependences of the rate
constants were obtained from ref 27 (see also ref 11). The classifications
of the reaction types (1-6) and of the fitting procedures [DC, DC*,
A, A*, P, N, PO1, and RW] are explained in the text. Briefly, DC
refers tokobs being fitted by a Smoluchowski or Debye equation (eq 3
or 4); DC*, A, and A* correspond to Arrhenius fits tokobs; P refers to
a polynomial fit tokobs; N corresponds to an Arrhenius fit tokact; PO1
are pseudo-first-order reactions; and RW refers to reaction rate constants
determined with equilibrium equations.A0 (preexponential factor, in
1012 M-1 s-1) andEA (activation energy, in kJ/mol) are the parameters
of the Arrhenius equation. The Arrhenius expression is given byk )
A0 exp(-EA/RT), whereR is the molar gas constant andRT ) 2.479
kJ/mol at 25°C. H+ is used as an abbreviation for the hydronium ion
H3O+. b Reaction symbols used in the text.

1
kobs

) 1
kdiff

+ 1
kact

(2)

kdiff(T) ) 4πâNAv D(T) r (3)

kdiff(T) ) 4πâNAv D(T) r fD(T) (4)

δ )
ZAZBe2

4πε0ε(T)rkBT
(5)

Preact)
exp(-

rc

r ) - exp(-
rc

r + ø)
[exp(-

rc

r ) - exp(-
rc

r + ø)] -
kdiff

kact
[1 - exp(-

rc

r )]
(6)
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from eq 2. This fitting procedure is referred to as A in Table 2.
For the other reactions of types 2 and 4, various fitting
procedures have been used. In some cases (referred to as P in
Table 2), the data forkobs are fitted to a polynomial expression
taken from Elliot27 andkact is deduced from eq 2. In other cases,
referred to as N in Table 2,kact is fitted to an Arrhenius equation
so that kobs best reproduces the experimental data when
calculated from eq 2.

Reactions of type 5 correspond to the case where a spin
statistical factor affects the calculated diffusion-controlled
reaction rate constant (because, for two radicals, only the singlet
configuration of their combined spins allows the occurrence of
the reactionsin contrast to the unreactive triplet configuration).
In this case,â ) 0.25 (i.e., one encounter in four can lead to a
reaction). In our simulations, the persistence of the spin
correlations is accounted for by settingPreact) 0 for each pair
of reactants that has undergone an unreactive encounter and
remains in a triplet state.11 The inclusion of those spin effects
is limited in this study to the reactions R3, R4, and R10 listed
in Table 2.11 The fitting procedures are the same as those for
reactions of types 1 and 3, except for reaction R4 (referred to
as A* in Table 2) for which the experimental data forkobs

() kdiff) are fitted to an Arrhenius relationship,27 so that in that
case,r varies as a function of temperature.

As for reactions of type 6, they correspond to the first-order
decay of a species or to pseudo-first-order reactions (referred
to as PO1 in Table 2), which do not involve the encounter of
two nonhomogeneously distributed reactants. In that case, the
reaction times are sampled from an exponential function for
which the characteristic decay time is the inverse of the
homogeneous reaction rate constant.11 Finally, in the case of
equilibrium reactions (referred to as RW in Table 2), the reverse
reaction is deduced as described by Elliot.27

Among the 54 reactions that are included in our simulations,
only 14 reactions are needed to satisfactorily describe the
nonhomogeneous chemical stage of liquid water radiolysis (see
Table 2). It is found that other reactions involved in this
radiolysis do not contribute to more than 1-2% to the primary
yields of eaq

- , OH, H, H2O2, and H2 over the whole temperature
range investigated. Fitting procedures and parameters for those
reactions of the main reaction scheme are given in Table 2.

3. Results and Discussion

Systematic measurements of theg-values of radiolytic
products in irradiated liquid water have recently been performed
as a function of temperature by Elliot et al.27,35 at the Chalk
River Laboratories, Kent and Sims36 at AEA Reactor Services,
Harwell, and Ishigure and co-workers37 at the University of
Tokyo. The results of the temperature dependence of our
g-values, computed at 10-7 s after the ionizing event, are
compared with the observed yields in parts (a) and (b) of Figure
1 for the “reducing” (eaq

- , H, and H2) and “oxidizing” (OH and
H2O2) species, respectively. Since the comparison of our
computed yields was done mainly with the experimental data
of Elliot et al.,27,35 the time scale of 10-7 s is here chosen in
accordance with the scavenging powers of solutes used by those
authors to measure theirg-values. This choice is also consistent
with our Monte Carlo calculations, which show that the time at
which the nonhomogeneous chemical stage is completed
diminishes with increasing temperature, going from∼10-6 s at
room temperature to about 10-7 s at 300°C (see below and
section 3.4). As we can see from Figure 1, there is good overall
agreement between calculated and experimental values over the
whole temperature range. Moreover, the criterion for a consistent

set ofg-values (expressed in units of particles/100 eV38), given
by the following balance equation:

where

is satisfied by the results of our simulations:|gred - gox| <
0.001.

Although Elliot et al.27,35 estimated that theirg-values were
measured about 10-7 s following ionization, LP26 and SWB19

compared the experimental data to the results of their calcula-
tions at 10-6 s. Our results show that, although the yields of
OH, H2, and H2O2 remain nearly constant over the whole
temperature range between∼10-7 and 10-6 s (within calculated
uncertainty), the variations ofg(eaq

- ) and g(H) in this time
interval increase, in magnitude, with increasing temperature,
from ∼0.05 at 25°C to∼1.5 at 300°C (see section 3.4), mainly
due to the reactions of eaq

- with H+ ions homogeneously
distributed in the solution and with water:

Figure 1. Variation ofg-values (in part./100 eV) for the radiolysis of
liquid water as a function of temperature: (a) “reducing” species
g(eaq

- ), [g(H) + g(H2)], and g(H2) and (b) “oxidizing” speciesg(OH)
andg(H2O2). Simulated results, obtained at 10-7 s from averages over
150 track segments of 300-MeV protons (average LET∼ 0.3 keV/
µm) (except at 25 and 50°C where the simulated number of proton
tracks is 40), are shown as a solid line. The error bars show the 95%
confidence intervals of the simulation results. Experimental data are
from refs 27 and 35 (closed symbols), ref 36 (open symbols), and ref
37 (crosses). The values forg(OH) from refs 27 and 35 were increased
by 5% following normalization to a recent recalibration of the
thiocyanate dosimeter (SCN- in O2-saturated water) system (ref 38)
used to evaluateg(OH). It is also to be noted that, because of the large
uncertainties in theg-values determined in ref 37 for bothg(OH) and
g(H2O2) from the HClO4 + 10-2 mol kg-1 methanol chemical system
at temperatures above 100°C, these data are not shown in Figure 1b.

gred ) gox

gred ) g(eaq
- ) + g(H) + 2g(H2)

gox ) g(OH) + 2g(H2O2) + 3g(HO2) + g(O-) +

2g(HO2
-) + 3g(O2

-) + 4g(O2) + 2g[O(3P)] + 5g(O3
-) +
6g(O3)

eaq
- + H+ a H ∆g(H)300 °C ) 0.58 between 10-7 and 10-6 s

eaq
- + H2O a H + OH-

∆g(H)300 °C ) 0.94 between 10-7 and 10-6 s
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As a result, while the calculated values ofg(H) andg(eaq
- ) at

10-7 s match all sets of experimental data as a function of
temperature, their temperature dependences exhibit a completely
different behavior at 10-6 s. Since those two pseudo-first-order
reactions have not been taken into account in the spur model
calculations of LP26 and SWB,19 the yields calculated by these
authors show little change in the time range 10-7-10-6 s and
are therefore consistent with the experimental data.

The first and foremost observation that we can make from
Figure 1 is that, with the exception ofg(H2O2), all yields increase
with temperature. This general trend of having yields of reactants
that increase with temperature can be attributed to the fact that
many important reactions (such as, in particular, reactions R1
and R7 in the reaction scheme listed in Table 2) are not
diffusion-controlled and therefore have rate constants that
increase less steeply with temperature than do the diffusion
coefficients of the reactive species.39 One should note that, in
the case of a diffusion-controlled reaction that does not involve
Coulomb forces, the increase of the diffusion coefficient with
temperature only affects the kinetics of the encounter of a pair
of reactants and not their ultimate survival probability.34 The
decrease ofg(H2O2) with increasing temperature is also well
explained by this general reasoning since hydrogen peroxide is
primarily produced by the self-reaction of the hydroxyl radical
(reaction R7). We could expect as well that the yield of a
molecular product like H2 would decrease with temperature.
However, the case of H2 is particular because it is mainly formed
by reaction R3, which is diffusion-controlled. As will be
discussed in sections 3.1.5 and 3.3, the quantitative description
of the temperature dependence ofg(H2) has drawn a great deal
of attention and leads to many open questions.

As shown in Figure 1a, our calculatedg(eaq
- ) values exhibit

a temperature dependence similar to that of the experimental
data but are about 10% above in magnitude. As for the simulated
OH radical yield (Figure 1b), it increases somewhat faster with
temperature than the experimental values of Elliot et al.,27,35

which were determined from the yields of CO3
- radicals in the

pulse radiolysis of aerated potassium hydrogencarbonate solu-
tions. However, according to these authors,35 it is possible that
a temperature-dependent correction, based on the assumption
of a temperature dependence of the molar absorption coefficient
ε600 nm for CO3

-, should be applied to part of their pulse rad-
iolysis measurements. Such a correction would result in values
for g(OH) 7, 13, and 18% greater at 100, 200, and 300°C,
respectively, than the experimental results shown in Figure 1b.35

Below 150 °C, the experimental data forg(H2O2) have a
temperature dependence parallel to that of our simulated values
but are 20% higher (Figure 1b). Above this temperature, the
only available measurements of Kent and Sims36 present a
downward inflection, unlike the simulated curve. These latter
authors36 consider, however, that their measurements probably
provide a lower limit for g(H2O2). In addition, at elevated
temperature, thermal decomposition of H2O2 may render
experimental results unreliable.36

3.1. Contributions of the Various Reactions to the Radi-
olytic Yields. As already mentioned, the initial yields of the
radiolytic species (before “contact reactions”) are assumed in
our simulations to be independent of the temperature. Hence,
the variations of the yields of the various species with temper-
ature only result from those reactions involved in their formation
or decay. Computer simulation enables us to determinequan-
titatiVely the temperature dependence of each reaction. As
mentioned above, the 14 reactions listed in Table 2 are those
that contribute for more than 1-2% to the primary yields of

eaq
- , OH, H, H2O2, and H2. Figures 2a-2e compare the effect

of increasing temperature on the extent, expressed as a cumula-
tive ∆g-value, of each of the reactions of eaq

- , OH, H, H2O2,
and H2 in the spurs as they expand by diffusion in the time
interval ∼10-12-10-7 s.

3.1.1. Production and Fate of Hydrated Electrons.Overall,
the yield of eaq

- increases linearly with temperature (Figure 1a).
The three main reactions involved in the decay of eaq

- are listed
below in order of importance at 25°C (note that this order is
reversed above 150°C; see Figure 2a):

One can see in Figure 2a that the contribution of reaction R1
to the decay of eaq

- becomes less and less important as the
temperature increases. This is due to the fact that the rate
constant for this reaction increases much less steeply with
temperature than the diffusion coefficient of the individual
species.41,42 As a consequence, more and more hydrated
electrons are available as the temperature increases, to either
react in other spur reactions (see the reaction scheme listed in
Table 2) or escape into the bulk. The overall effect is that the
contribution of the self-reaction R3, which is diffusion-
controlled, is expected to increase at elevated temperatures (see
section 3.1.5). As for reaction R2, however, its contribution is
less predictable: on one hand, there are more hydrated electrons
available but, on the other hand, the temperature dependence
of the rate constant for this reaction is lower than that for the
diffusion in water of the reactive species. Our simulation results
show that those effects almost counterbalance one another, so
that the contribution of reaction R2 can be regarded as being
approximately independent of temperature over the range 25-
300 °C. The deterministic diffusion-kinetic model developed
by SWB19,43 predicts about the same variations, but the
contribution of the eaq

- decay in reaction R1 is found to vary
less (-1.13 to-0.36) with temperature.

3.1.2. Production and Fate of Hydroxyl Radicals.Overall,
the yield of OH radicals increases linearly up to∼150 °C and
then exhibits, while still increasing, a slight downward curvature
as the temperature is further increased (Figure 1b). The three
main reactions involved in the decay of OH are listed below in
order of importance at 25°C, the second reaction (R7) becoming
predominant above∼100 °C (see Figure 2b):

Because all those reactions are partially diffusion-controlled with

eaq
- + OH f OH-

∆g(eaq
- ) ) -1.5 to-0.2 from 25 to 300°C (R1)

eaq
- + H+ f H

∆g(eaq
- ) ≈ -0.47 (nearly constant over all the

temperature range) (R2)

eaq
- + eaq

- f H2 + 2OH-

∆g(eaq
- ) ) -0.24 to-0.52 from 25 to 300°C (R3)

eaq
- + OH f OH-

∆g(OH) ) -1.5 to-0.2 from 25 to 300°C (R1)

OH + OH f H2O2

∆g(OH) ) -1.24 to-0.64 from 25 to 300°C (R7)

H + OH f H2O

∆g(OH) ) -0.44 to-0.15 from 25 to 300°C (R8)
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rate constants that vary less with temperature than the diffusion
coefficients of the individual species, the decay of the OH
radicals is reduced as the temperature increases.41,42 As a con-
sequence of this, more OH radicals are available to escape the
spur andg(OH) increases with temperature, which is what we
observe. According to the SWB model,19,43the self-reaction R7
remains predominant in the whole temperature range [∆g(OH)
) -1.52 to-0.55 from 25 to 300°C], whereas for reaction
R1, ∆g(OH) varies from-1.12 to-0.35. The contribution of
reaction R8 is even less important (-0.18 to-0.066).

3.1.3. Production and Fate of Hydrogen Atoms.The four main
reactions involved in the formation and decay of H atoms are
listed below in order of importance at 25°C (see Figure 2c):

Two of these reactions, reactions R8 and R6, are mostly
responsible for the temperature dependence ofg(H). A striking
feature of the results is that reaction R6, whose contribution is
negligible up to∼150 °C, should not be neglected at higher
temperatures. The overall effect is a linear increase in the H
atom yield with temperature.

3.1.4. Production and Fate of Hydrogen Peroxide.The three
main reactions involved in the formation and decay of H2O2

are listed below in order of importance at 25°C (see Figure
2d):

In the whole temperature range, hydrogen peroxide is formed
mainly by the reaction R7 of the OH radical with itself.
Moreover, the contributions of all those reactions decrease, in
magnitude, almost linearly with increasing temperature. The
overall effect is a linear decrease in the yield of H2O2 with
temperature (Figure 1b).

3.1.5. Production of Molecular Hydrogen.The three main
reactions involved in the formation of H2 are listed below in
order of importance at 25°C, the second reaction R3 becoming
predominant above 50°C (see Figure 2e):

The only cumulative yield variation∆g(H2) which ap-
preciably depends on temperature is that due to reaction R3: it
increases linearly up to∼150 °C and then remains almost
constant above 200°C. Although the∆g(H2) value resulting
from reaction R4 is nearly constant over all the temperature
range, a closer examination indicates in reality that it displays
a small decrease with temperature above 200°C (Figure 2e).
The overall effect is a linear increase in the yield of H2 with
temperature and a slight decrease above 200°C. This behavior
contrasts somewhat with the experimental data ofg(H2), which
show a continuous increase over the range 25-300 °C (see
Figure 1a).

The increase ing(H2) with temperature can be explained on
the basis of the competition that takes place between intraspur
reactions R3, R4, and R10, which are diffusion- or near-
diffusion-controlled, and reaction R1, which is reactivity-
controlled rather than diffusion-controlled.41,42 Under those
circumstances, the fraction of eaq

- that is removed by reaction
R1 becomes less as the temperature increases, which leads to
more hydrated electrons available to either react in reactions

Figure 2. Contributions of the reactions listed in Table 2 in the
cumulative yield variations∆g (in part./100 eV), over the range 10-12-
10-7 s, of (a) hydrated electrons, (b) OH radicals, (c) H atoms, (d)
H2O2, and (e) molecular hydrogen, as a function of temperature. For
the sake of clarity, the contributions of reactions R13 and R14 tog(OH)
are not shown in the figure because they are lower than 0.06. In the
case of reactions involving two identical species, the∆g-value that is
shown accounts for the fact that each reaction eliminates two reactants.
The bold solid lines represent, for each species, the sum of the
contributions of all reactions that are involved in the decay or formation
of the species in the considered time interval. The “initial” yields of
the various species, that is, the yields that we have at∼10-13 s before
any reaction has occurred, are given in Table 3.

eaq
- + H+ f H

∆g(H) ≈ 0.47 (nearly constant over all the
temperature range) (R2)

H + OH f H2O

∆g(H) ) -0.44 to-0.15 from 25 to 300°C (R8)

eaq
- + H f H2 + OH-

∆g(H) ≈ -0.15 (nearly constant over all the
temperature range) (R4)

eaq
- + H2O f H + OH-

∆g(H) ) 0 to 0.16 from 25 to 300°C (R6)

OH + OH f H2O2

∆g(H2O2) ) 0.62 to 0.32 from 25 to 300°C (R7)

eaq
- + H2O2 f OH + OH-

∆g(H2O2) ) -0.11 to-0.05 from 25 to 300°C (R5)

H+ + HO2
- f H2O2

∆g(H2O2) ) 0.02 to 0 from 25 to 300°C (R11)

eaq
- + H f H2 + OH-

∆g(H2) ≈ 0.15 (nearly constant over all the

temperature range) (R4)

eaq
- + eaq

- f H2 + 2OH-

∆g(H2) ) 0.12 to 0.26 from 25 to 300°C (R3)

H + H f H2

∆g(H2) ≈ 0.015 (nearly constant over all the

temperature range) (R10)
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R3 and R4 (responsible for the majority of the H2 yield) or
escape into the bulk solution (see section 3.1.1). As a conse-
quence of this, the overall effect is that the yields of eaq

- and H2

increase with temperature.
Our Monte Carlo simulations were used to quantitatively

investigate such an explanation and showed that the situation
is complex. First, the bimolecular reaction of eaq

- involves
Coulomb repulsion between two hydrated electrons, which
increases with temperature due to the decrease of the dielectric
constant of water (see section 2). This leads to the saturation of
∆g(H2) due to reaction R3 above 200°C (see Figure 2e). The
sensitivity ofg(H2) on this effect is discussed in section 3.2.1.
Second, reaction R4 is not truly diffusion-controlled since its
rate constant follows an Arrhenius relationship with an activation
energy of 14 kJ/mol, which is less than that for self-diffusion
in water.27 That the temperature dependence of this reaction
does not scale with that of self-diffusion of water could explain
the decrease with temperature of the extent∆g(H2) for this
reaction, as Figure 2e shows. Our simulations, which take into
account those elements as realistically as possible, thus fail to
fit satisfactorily the experimental data.

Much attention has been devoted in the literature to under-
standing the experimental steady increase ofg(H2) with tem-
perature, but the question remains open. To reproduce this result
quantitatively, SWB19 assumed that the efficiency of one of the
dissociation decay channels for excited water molecules, namely,
H2O* f H2 + O(1D),44 was temperature-dependent, so that the
initial yield of H2 (before “contact reactions”) increases with
temperature. The authors founded their assumption on the
diminution of hydrogen bonding in liquid water at high
temperatures, which could possibly lead to a decrease of the
so-called “cage recombination” of geminate pairs.19 However,
they did not put forward any physical mechanism that would
justify such a possible change in the temperature dependence
of the relatiVe contributions of the various dissociative decay
channels for H2O*. In the present study, we explore two
alternative explanations and test them through our Monte Carlo
simulations. The first one consists of accounting for the
screening of the Coulomb forces between the two hydrated
electrons in reaction R3, whereas the second one involves the
possible temperature dependence of the electron thermalization
distances (see sections 3.2.1 and 3.3, respectively).

3.2. Sensitivity of the Results to Reaction Rate Constants.
Due to scarce or even contradictory experimental data, the
curves giving the temperature dependence of several of the
reaction rate constants that intervene in the calculations are not
precisely known. In some cases, very different curves can
equally fit the experimental data, so that there is a large
uncertainty in the rate constant values at high temperatures. For
this reason, it was important to estimate the impact of this
uncertainty on the calculated radiolytic yields. In addition, by
comparing those results to experiment, it is also possible to
determine what the temperature dependence of a given reaction
rate constant may be.

3.2.1. eaq
- + eaq

- Reaction.The data relative to the bimolecu-
lar self-reaction of the hydrated electron are unusual in two
respects: (i) the lack of any ionic strength dependence, as was
demonstrated by Schmidt and Bartels45 at room temperature and
(ii) the abrupt drop in the value of the rate constant above 150
°C, as reported by Christensen and Sehested46 (hereafter referred
to as CS).

The lack of ionic strength effect in the disproportionation
reaction of eaq

- could indicate that each hydrated electron sees a

screened Coulomb interaction from the other eaq
- and that

consequently Coulomb forces are overestimated in reaction R3.
In the limiting situation where the Coulomb interaction between
the two eaq

- would not perturb at all this reaction, the temper-
ature dependence of the rate constantk3 could be modeled by
the Smoluchowski equation (eq 3), which applies to diffusion-
controlled reactions where Coulomb forces do not come into
play (see section 2). This reaction rate constant was introduced
in our Monte Carlo simulations. The resultingg-values obtained
for the “reducing” species eaq

- , H, and H2 in the range 25-300
°C are shown in Figures 3a-3c, where they are compared with
experiment and with the yields computed withk3(T) modeled
by the Debye equation (eqs 4 and 5; see Figure 1a). It can be
seen that, when Coulomb forces are not taken into account,
g(H2) and [g(H) + g(H2)] are enhanced, andg(eaq

- ) is dimin-
ished. The largest effect is obtained forg(H2), which no longer
decreases at elevated temperatures and now matches the
experimental data quite well (Figure 3b).

The results of CS,46 who reported an abrupt drop in the rate
constant of reaction R3 above 150°C, need to be confirmed,
as they may be a function of the pH of the solution27,41 and as
CS46 obtained their data under alkaline conditions. Diffusion-
kinetic modeling calculations26 of the spur reactions in near-
neutral pH solutions suggest that such an abrupt change does
not occur because when it is incorporated in the model, a sharp
downward discontinuity ing(H2) is predicted, which is not
observed experimentally. Moreover, SWB19 reported that when
they use the data of CS46 for reaction R3 in their spur diffusion
model, the calculated temperature-dependentg-values for eaq

- ,
H, and H2 show a characteristic inflection at 150°C that is also
not observed experimentally.

Figure 3. Sensitivity of our Monte Carlo simulations to the temperature
dependence of the rate constant (k3) for the bimolecular reaction of
eaq

- (reaction R3). The different simulated yield results (in part./100
eV) at 10-7 s for (a)g(eaq

- ), (b) g(H2), and (c) [g(H) + g(H2)] over the
range 25-300°C, obtained for three selected temperature dependences
of k3(T), are shown as the following lines:- - - - -, k3(T) modeled by
the Smoluchowski equation (eq 3);s, k3(T) modeled by the Debye
equation (eqs 4 and 5); and - - -,k3(T) as determined by Christensen
and Sehested (ref 46). The error bars show the 95% confidence intervals
of the simulation results. Symbols, representing experimental data, are
the same as in Figure 1.
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Assuming that the rate constant of the disproportionation
reaction of eaq

- determined by CS46 is valid for neutral pH
water up to 150°C, its value at higher temperatures had to be
extrapolated.27 Unfortunately, CS46 assumed in their analysis
of the kinetic data that the molar extinction coefficient of eaq

- at
its absorption maximum was constant with temperature, whereas
Elliot and Ouellette41 later found that it decreases with tem-
perature and so corrected the temperature dependence of the
rate constant reported for this reaction. Up to 150°C, the
corrected data obey the Arrhenius relationship with an activation
energy of 20.3 kJ/mol.27,41 Assuming that reaction R3 is
diffusion-controlled, extrapolation of these data above 150°C
has been modeled using the Debye equation (eqs 4 and 5).27

Except when otherwise stated, this modeled rate constant was
used in our Monte Carlo simulations over the whole temperature
range.

When the rate constantk3(T) thus modeled was incorporated
in their calculations, SWB19 no longer observed an inflection
at 150°C in the yields for eaq

- , H, and H2. However, to explain
the observed increase ing(H2) above 200°C, these authors
included a temperature-dependent source of H2, generated from
the fragmentation channel of H2O* into H2 + O(1D) during the
physicochemical stage (see section 3.1.5). The temperature
dependence ofg(H2) formed by this latter process was deter-
mined so that the total H2 yield fitted the experimental data.
There is, accordingly, no surprise that SWB19 do not observe a
decrease ing(H2) at elevated temperatures and correctly
reproduce the linear increase exhibited by the experimental data.

To confirm the findings of deterministic spur diffusion-
kinetic models, the temperature dependence ofk3(T) as deter-
mined by CS46 in the range 25-300 °C was incorporated in
our Monte Carlo simulations. The resulting simulatedg-values
for eaq

- , H, and H2 are shown in Figure 3. While the calculated
yields of the “oxidizing” species,g(OH) andg(H2O2), hardly
change (within implied uncertainties; results not shown here),
g(eaq

- ), g(H2), and [g(H) + g(H2)] are strongly influenced by
the abrupt drop ink3(T) around 150°C; at this point, they
suddenly deviate sharply from experiment and also from the
simulated yields obtained with the rate constantk3(T) modeled
either by the Smoluchowski equation or by the Debye equation.
In contrast tog(H2) and [g(H) + g(H2)], which show sharp
downward discontinuities,g(eaq

- ) is enhanced above 150°C.
As one can see, simulatedg(H2) values are well below the
experimental data, which confirms that thek3(T) values reported
by CS46 are inappropriate in near-neutral pH water at temper-
atures above∼150 °C.48

3.2.2. eaq
- + H+ Reaction.The rate constantk2(T) for the

reaction of eaq
- with the proton (reaction R2) has been investi-

gated in aqueous solution between 25 and 250°C by Shiraishi
et al.47 and Elliot et al.27,28 The Arrhenius plot of the data
reported by Elliot27 does not exhibit the concave upward
curvature observed by Shiraishi et al.47 in the temperature region
above 150°C. In the present paper, we determined the sensitivity
of our simulated yield results on variations in the value of the
rate constant for this reaction. The resulting calculatedg-values
for eaq

- , OH, H2, and H, for both reported temperature depend-
ences ofk2, are compared with the experimental data in Figure
4. As can be seen,g(OH) andg(H2), as well asg(H2O2) (not
shown here), are found to be rather insensitive to this parameter
over the whole temperature range. As expected, when the
temperature dependence for the rate constant as determined by
Shiraishi et al.47 is used,g(eaq

- ) presents a downward curvature,
instead of a steady increase, and [g(H) + g(H2)] increases much
faster with temperature than what is observed experimentally.

In consequence, the use of the temperature dependence ofk2 as
reported by Elliot27 seems to be justified, judging from the good
agreement obtained between simulations and experiment.

3.2.3. eaq
- + OH Reaction.The rate constant (k1) for the

reaction of hydrated electrons with hydroxyl radicals (reaction
R1), which was studied by Elliot and Ouellette,41 could only
be estimated up to 150°C. These data could be fitted to eq 2
by using a negative activation energy (-3.5 kJ/mol), but the fit
was not convincing.27 However, as they stand, the data could
also be fitted to an Arrhenius relationship with an apparent
activation energy of 7.92 kJ/mol; in this case, the rate constant
value at 300°C is k1 ) 1.4 × 1011 M-1 s-1 instead of 6.3×
1010 M-1 s-1 when the Noyes equation is used to fit the
experimental data.27,41 As it is possible that reaction R1 is one
of those hydrated electron reactions where the temperature
dependence of the rate constant actually decreases gradually
with temperature above a certain temperature,49 the Arrhenius
fit must be considered an upper bound for temperatures above
150°C.27 As before, the sensitivity of our simulated yield results
on variations in the value ofk1 can here be determined. Both
fits for k1(T) were incorporated into our Monte Carlo simula-
tions, and the yields so obtained are compared with the
experimental data in Figure 4. If the calculated values ofg(H2O2)
(not shown here) are found to be insensitive to this parameter
over the range 25-300 °C, it can be seen in the figure that
those of g(eaq

- ), g(OH), g(H2), and [g(H) + g(H2)] are all
slightly diminished when the Arrhenius fit is introduced in the
simulations, but not enough to determine which temperature

Figure 4. Sensitivity of our Monte Carlo simulations to the temperature
dependence of the rate constants (k1 andk2) of reactions R1 and R2.
Simulated yield results (in part./100 eV) at 10-7 s for (a) g(eaq

- ), (b)
g(OH), (c) g(H2), and (d) [g(H) + g(H2)] over the range 25-300 °C
are shown as the following lines:s, k1(T) modeled by the Noyes
equation (eq 2) using a negative activation energy (-3.5 kJ/mol) and
k2(T) as determined by Elliot (ref 27); - - -, k1(T) modeled by the Noyes
equation (eq 2) using a negative activation energy (-3.5 kJ/mol) and
k2(T) as determined by Shiraishi et al. (ref 47); and .......,k1(T) modeled
by an Arrhenius relationship with an apparent activation energy of 7.92
kJ/mol andk2(T) as determined by Elliot (ref 27). The error bars show
the 95% confidence intervals of the simulation results. Symbols,
representing experimental data, are the same as in Figure 1.
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dependence fork1 should give the better fit. Throughout this
article,k1(T) was modeled by the Noyes equation (eq 2).

3.3. Sensitivity of the Results to the Temperature Depen-
dence of Electron Thermalization Distances.Based on the
simple relationMFP ) 1/(σN) already discussed in section 2,
if scattering cross sections of subexcitation electrons were
constant, then their thermalization distances would be inversely
proportional to the density of pressurized water, which decreases
with increasing temperature. However, because the degree of
structural order diminishes as the temperature of water is
increased, the scattering cross sections of subexcitation electrons
are expected to increase with temperature,10,17,20,21resulting in
a decreaseof electron thermalization distances. It is difficult
to estimate to what extent order might affect thermalization
distances, but this effect could be strong enough to reduce those
distances significantly.

Different temperature dependences for the electron thermal-
ization distances (rth) were therefore incorporated into our
simulations to determine their impact on the radiolytic yields.
Besides the reference case (b) whererth values were kept
constant with temperature (t), three other temperature depend-
ences (a, c, and d) were tested, namely:

In the case (a), no structural order effect was assumed, so that
rth values are only affected by the variations in water density
(see section 2). For the other cases (b-d), order affects in
varying degree thermalization distances. For the cases (c) and
(d), the resulting temperature dependences forrth were assumed
to vary linearly witht.

Our simulated results are shown in Figure 5 forg(eaq
- ),

g(H2), and [g(H) + g(H2)] only, since the calculated yields
g(OH) andg(H2O2) are found to be insensitive to the temper-
ature dependence ofrth over the studied range 25-300°C. When
thermalization distances increase with temperature, instead of
being constant,g(eaq

- ) is enhanced whereasg(H2) and [g(H) +
g(H2)] are diminished at higher temperatures. As can be seen
in Figure 5, experimental data forg(eaq

- ) and g(H2) are better
reproduced ifrth values decrease with increasing temperature,
the temperature dependence (c) appearing to give the best fits.
For [g(H) + g(H2)], all simulated curves are almost appropriate
and describe the experimental data reasonably well. The present
simulation results seem therefore to indicate that inclusion of a
temperature effect inrth, and therefore in the low-energy electron
scattering cross sections, to account for the loss of structural
order in liquid water as temperature increases, offers a better
agreement of the calculated radiolytic yields with experiment.

LaVerne and Pimblott26 have performed deterministic diffu-
sion-kinetic model calculations to show how scaling of the
radii of the initial spatial distributions of the various reactive
species with temperature affects the calculatedg-values. As these
authors pointed out, the temperature dependence of the initial

distribution of eaq
- is determined by the distance the secondary

electron travels until it is hydrated (that is, by the thermalization
distance), which may well be strongly temperature-dependent.
Their best fit to experiment was obtained for an activation-
controlled increase of the initial spur radius of the hydrated
electron (ro

e) from 2.3 nm at 25°C to 5.8 nm at 300°C and a
temperature-independent initial spur radius for all the other
species (ro), which is kept at 0.85 nm.26

Swiatla-Wojcik and Buxton19 have also scaled the initial spur
radii ro

e and ro, respectively, of eaq
- and of the other species

(H+, H, OH, H2, and H2O2), with temperature. In their
calculations, instead of havingro

e(t) proportional to the inverse
of the densityF(t) (see section 2), they used a law in [F(t)]-1/3.
The values ofro

e(25 °C) andro(25 °C) were obtained, for each
initial spatial distribution function (Gaussian, exponential, and
central minimum) considered by the authors, by fitting the
calculatedg-values to the observed ones at 25°C. For the
Gaussian distribution, for example, the best fit was found with
ro

e ) 2.3 nm andro ) 0.85 nm,19 the same values as those
used by LP.26 SWB19 further noted that the use of a law in
[F(t)]-1/3 for ro

e(t) results inro
e values increasing by no more

than 11.5% up to 300°C, compared with more than 150% in
the model employed by LP.26

Our result that electron thermalization distances should
decrease with increasing temperature is in contradiction to that
of spur model studies. However, according to our findings, the
most sensitive parameter to the temperature dependence ofrth

is g(H2). As already mentioned, LP26 largely underestimated
g(H2) above 150°C due to the use of CS data46 for the rate
constant of the disproportionation reaction of eaq

- (reaction R3).
Fortunately, they chose to rely ong(eaq

- ) to determine the

Figure 5. Sensitivity of our Monte Carlo simulations to the temperature
dependence of electron thermalization distances (r th). Simulated yield
results (in part./100 eV) at 10-7 s for (a) g(eaq

- ), (b) g(H2), and (c)
[g(H) + g(H2)] over the range 25-300°C, are shown as the following
lines: s, r th(t) ) r th(25 °C) ) constant; - - -,r th(t) ) r th(25 °C) [F(25
°C)/F(t)], where F(t) is the density of water at the temperaturet (in
degrees Celsius);- - - - - -, r th(300 °C) ) r th(25 °C)/2, r th decreasing
linearly with t; and- - - - - -, rth(300°C) ) rth(25°C)/4,rth decreasing
linearly with t. The error bars show the 95% confidence intervals of
the simulation results. Symbols, representing experimental data, are
the same as in Figure 1.

(a) r th(t) ) r th(25 °C)
F(25 °C)

F(t)
,

whereF is the density of water

(b) r th(t) ) r th(25 °C)

(c) r th(300°C) )
r th(25 °C)

2
, r th(t) decreasing linearly witht

(d) r th(300°C) )
r th(25 °C)

4
,

r th(t) decreasing linearly witht
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temperature dependence ofrth. To account for an observed
increase ofg(eaq

- ) of ∼40% from 25 to 300°C, these authors
had to increaserth by more than 150%.26 Their need for such a
large increase inrth is due to the fact that they underestimated
g(eaq

- ) at elevated temperatures. Indeed, as pointed out by
SWB,19 LP26 assumed that the reaction between eaq

- and OH is
diffusion-controlled, whereas it is now known to be activation-
controlled.27,41 As this reaction is an important reaction in the
spur, the use of the correct temperature dependence of the rate
constant is expected to change the results.

In fact, LP26 made some trial calculations in which the rate
constants for reactions R1 and R4 were scaled using an
Arrhenius equation with an activation energy of 12.6 kJ/mol50

instead of the self-diffusion in water (∼15.5 kJ/mol). They found
that there is no observable effect ong(H2) andg(H2O2), whereas
the yields of eaq

- and OH radicals are increased by about 0.25 at
300 °C. These authors26 also reported that, at 300°C, the
activation-energy-scaled rate constants of reactions R1 and R4
are 60% of those obtained by scaling to the self-diffusion in
water. However, the rate constant value at 300°C, recommended
by Elliot,27 k1 ) 6.3× 1010 M-1 s-1 (see section 3.2.3), is∼9.5
times smaller than the diffusion-controlled value used by LP.26

We can, therefore, roughly estimate that the value ofg(eaq
- )

≈ 2.5 calculated by LP26 for the temperature-independent initial
spur radiusro

e ) 2.3 nm was probably underestimated by about
1.4 at 300°C. This is consistent with the extent∆g(eaq

- ) of
reaction R1, which decreases (in absolute value) by∼1.3
between 25 and 300°C (see section 3.1.1 and Figure 1a) instead
of remaining approximately constant for a diffusion-controlled
reaction. This also explains whyg(OH) is greatly affected by
variations in the value ofro

e in the LP model (increase of∼0.57
for a 150% increase inro

e),26 which is in disagreement with
our finding (increase of∼0.04 for a 100% increase inrth). In
fact, in our case, reaction R1 is completely quenched at 300
°C, so that the same relative variation in the∆g value of this
reaction has little impact ong(OH) andg(eaq

- ). On that account,
we find that about 70% of the variations ofg(eaq

- ) induced by a
decrease inrth comes from reactions of eaq

- with itself (reaction
R3), whereas about 15% and 10% come from reactions of eaq

-

with OH radicals (reaction R1) and H atoms (reaction R4),
respectively. This is not the case for LP,26 since reaction R3 is
completely quenched at 300°C due to the use of CS data.46

Since SWB19 have introduced a temperature-dependent initial
yield of H2 to fit the experimental g(H2) values above 200°C
(see sections 3.1.5 and 3.2.1) and since the remaining radiolytic
yields are probably not sensitive enough to discriminate between
a slight increase ofro

e with temperature (11.5% up to 300°C)
and a 50% decrease, their model predictions should not be
sensitive enough to determine the temperature dependence of
the radius of the initial spatial distribution of eaq

- within the
spur.

3.4. Time Decays of eaq
- and OH Radicals as a Function

of Temperature. Figures 6 and 7b show, respectively, the
results of our Monte Carlo calculations for the time-dependent
yields of OH radicals and of hydrated electrons, over the range
10-12-10-6 s, assuming that electron thermalization distances
do not depend on temperature. Due to the fact that “contact
reactions” are less important when the density of water is
smaller, the yields of both OH radicals and eaq

- at ∼10-12 s
(after “contact reactions” have been allowed to take place)
slightly increase as temperature increases (see Table 3). After
∼10-11 s, bothg(OH) andg(eaq

- ) start decreasing with time. As
discussed in previous sections, the reactions making the largest

contributions in the OH and eaq
- yield decays (reactions R1, R2,

R3, R7, and R8) occur generallylessas temperature is increased
(see Figures 2a and 2b), so thatg(OH) andg(eaq

- ) decay less
rapidly at higher temperature. After∼10-7 s, the yield of
hydrated electrons decreases dramatically at high temperatures

Figure 6. Time decay of OH radicals for the radiolysis of liquid water
at 25, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300°C, in the time interval 10-12-
10-6 s. Simulated yield results are obtained from averages over 150
tracks of 300-MeV protons (average LET∼ 0.3 keV/µm) (except at
25 and 50°C where the simulated number of proton tracks is 40). The
error bars show the 95% confidence intervals of the simulation results.
In the simulations, electron thermalization distances (r th) are taken as
constant over the whole temperature range and equal torth(25 °C). Note
that there are, at present, no experimental data reported for the temporal
variation of g(OH) at high temperatures with which to compare our
results.

Figure 7. Sensitivity of the time decay of hydrated electrons at 25,
50, 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300°C, in the time range 10-12-10-6 s, to
the temperature dependence of electron thermalization distances (r th):
(a) r th(t) ) r th(25 °C) [F(25 °C)/F(t)], whereF(t) is the density of water
at the temperaturet (in degrees Celsius); (b)r th(t) ) r th(25 °C) )
constant; and (c)rth(300°C) ) rth(25 °C)/4, rth decreasing linearly with
t. Note that, for the sake of comparison, ther th values at 25°C are
taken to be the same for the three considered cases, so that the temporal
variation of g(eaq

- ) at 25 °C can be viewed as a reference curve,
identical in the three figures. The error bars show the 95% confidence
intervals of the simulation results. There are at present no experimental
data reported for the temporal variation ofg(eaq

- ) at high temperatures
with which to compare our results.
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(above 150-200°C), due to the reactions of eaq
- with H2O and

with H+ ions homogeneously distributed in the solution (see
top of section 3).

Figures 7a-7c display the influence of the temperature
dependence ofrth on the time-dependent yields of eaq

- , in the
range 10-12-10-6 s. It should be noted that the values ofrth at
25 °C are taken to be the same for the three figures, whereas
they increase with temperature in Figure 7a, remain constant
(at their 25°C values) in Figure 7b, and decrease in Figure 7c.
This latter figure shows that, due to the decrease inrth, the decay
of g(eaq

- ) at 300°C starts earlier than what is observed at 25°C.
As a consequence, the set of decay kinetics of eaq

- obtained in
this case (Figure 7c) significantly differs from the other two
sets (Figures 7a and 7b). The earlier start of the eaq

- decay
kinetics is expected since a decrease in thermalization distances
implies that electrons get hydrated closer to the other reactive
species; as a result, (i) less time for diffusion is required before
encounters occur and (ii) encounters are more probable so that
more intraspur reactions involving eaq

- take place. Indeed, as
can be seen in Figure 7c, at subnanosecond times,g(eaq

- )
decreases with increasing temperature. There is subsequently a
reversal of behavior, theg(eaq

- ) decay curve obtained at 300°C
crossing above the corresponding curve at 25°C around 10-9

s. Hence, in the time interval∼10-9-10-7 s, g(eaq
- ) increases

as temperature is increased. Unfortunately, there are at present
no data reported for the decay of eaq

- at high temperatures with
which to compare our results.

Based on these results, it appears that experimental studies
on the time dependence ofg(eaq

- ) as a function of temperature
would be most valuable as they could give information on the
temperature dependence ofrth. Indeed, electron thermalization
distances in liquid water at 25°C used in this work10,17 were
scaled so that the time dependence of the yield of hydrated
electrons fitted the available experimental data27,35,51-53 between
∼30 ps and 10-6 s.54 Given experimental data, such a scaling
could therefore be applied at different temperatures to determine
the temperature dependence ofrth.

Swiatla-Wojcik and Buxton19 also studied the time-dependent
yields of eaq

- and of OH radicals as a function of temperature.
Their results for the hydroxyl radical are in good agreement
with those obtained here (Figure 6). As for the eaq

- yield decay
curves, they are similar to those presented in Figure 7c, which
correspond to the case of decreasing electron thermalization
distances as temperature increases. This could be due to the
fact that therth values used by SWB19 remain small at elevated
temperatures (see section 3.3). It should also be noted that
reactions of eaq

- with the medium have not been incorporated in
the model developed by SWB,19 sog(eaq

- ) does not decrease at
high temperatures between∼10-7 and 10-6 s (see top of section
3).

LaVerne and Pimblott26 have also examined the time-
dependent yields of hydrated electrons as a function of tem-

perature for three types of spurs: (i) “Type-1 spur” where all
initial spur radii are kept constant at their 25°C values (ro

e )
2.3 nm,ro ) 0.85 nm, see section 3.3); (ii) “Type-2 spur” where
all initial spur radii are temperature-scaled according to the self-
diffusion in water (ro

e (300 °C) ) 10.0 nm,ro (300 °C) ) 3.7
nm); and (iii) “Type-5 spur” where the radius of the initial spatial
distribution of eaq

- is determined by an Arrhenius-like scaling
[ro

e (300 °C) ) 5.8 nm] and the radii of all the other reactive
species are kept constant. These three different types of spurs
give very different temporal variations ofg(eaq

- ). For a type-1
spur,g(eaq

- ) decreases with increasing temperature over most of
the time range studied, but for temperatures greater than 150
°C, less eaq

- decay is observed after∼10-9 s, so thatg(eaq
- )

exhibits a minimum around 150°C. This is due to the quenching
of the self-reaction of the hydrated electron resulting from the
use of CS data46 for the rate constant of this reaction (see section
3.2.1). Changing the radii from a type-1 to type-2 spur
completely reverses the relative temperature dependence of
g(eaq

- ) at subnanosecond times; for a type-2 spur,g(eaq
- ) in-

creases with increasing temperature over the whole time range.
A type-5 spur gives results similar to that of a type-2 spur, except
that the variations of the computed yields with temperature are
somewhat less pronounced. As already mentioned, at 300°C,
the decrease in the initial spur radius of hydrated electrons from
10.0 nm (type-2) to 5.8 nm (type-5) leads to a faster eaq

- decay
kinetics and a larger decrease ofg(eaq

- ) with time.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, Monte Carlo simulations were used to inves-
tigate the effects of temperature on the primary yields (g-values)
of the radical and molecular products of the radiolysis of pure,
deaerated liquid water over the range 25-300°C. To reproduce
the effects of60Co γ-radiolysis, the initial energy deposition
(prior to 10-14 s) was approximated by considering short
segments (∼100µm) of 300-MeV proton tracks, corresponding
to an average LET obtained in the simulations of∼0.3 keV/
µm. The independent reaction times (IRT) approximation was
subsequently used to simulate the nonhomogeneous chemical
evolution of the various reactive species formed in these tracks
at the end of the physicochemical stage (∼10-12 s). Ourg-values
for the “reducing” (eaq

- , H, and H2) and “oxidizing” (OH and
H2O2) radiolytic species, calculated at 10-7 s after the ionizing
event, suggest an increase ing(eaq

- ), g(OH), and [g(H) +
g(H2)] and a decrease ing(H2O2) with increasing temperature,
in agreement with most of the available experimental data over
the whole range of temperature.

The sensitivity of our calculatedg-values to the rate constant
values of the most important spur reactions and to the temper-
ature dependence of electron thermalization distances was also
examined. We confirmed, in particular, that the temperature
dependence of the bimolecular self-reaction of eaq

- as reported
by Christensen and Sehested46 is inappropriate in near-neutral
pH water at temperatures above 150°C. The present calculations
show that the yields of eaq

- , H, and H2 are dependent on the
thermalization distances of subexcitation electrons. The best
agreement with experiment is found to occur when the distances
of electron thermalizationdecreasewith increasing temperature,
a result that is at variance with the predictions of previous
deterministic diffusion-kinetic modeling studies.19,26Physically,
such a decrease inrth as the temperature increases could be
linked to an increase in the scattering cross sections of
subexcitation electrons that would account for the corresponding

TABLE 3: Calculated Yields (in part./100 eV) of the
Various Species Present at∼10-13 s (“Initial” Yields) and at
∼10-12 s (After “Contact Reactions” Have Been Allowed to
Take Place) Obtained from Our Monte Carlo Simulations of
Short (∼100 µm) Track Segments of 300-MeV Protons
(Average LET ∼ 0.3 keV/µm) in Liquid Water, over the
Range 25-300 °C

t (°C) g(eaq
- ) g(H) g(H2) g(OH) g(H2O2)

“initial” yields 25-300 5.36 0.72 0.14 6.11 0.062

after “contact 25 5.13 0.55 0.19 5.74 0.092
reactions”,
at∼10-12s

300 5.24 0.65 0.20 6.02 0.071
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decrease in the degree of structural order of water molecules
due to the increasing breaking of hydrogen bonds with tem-
perature.

The impact of the lack of ionic strength effect in the
bimolecular self-reaction of eaq

- has also been estimated by
modeling the temperature dependence of the rate constantk3

by the Smoluchowski equation, which applies to diffusion-
controlled reactions where Coulomb forces do not play any role.
Results of simulations show that the variations of theg-values
with temperature, and especially that ofg(H2), are better
described in the case where the screening of the Coulomb forces
between the two eaq

- in the disproportionation reaction of the
hydrated electron is taken into consideration.

Finally, the time-dependent yields of eaq
- and OH radicals

have been given as functions of temperature, in the range 10-12-
10-6 s. The major conclusion to be drawn here is that the
temporal variation ofg(eaq

- ) at elevated temperatures is sensi-
tive to the temperature dependence ofrth. Experimental studies
of the decay of hydrated electrons as functions of time and
temperature could therefore be a very useful source of informa-
tion on the thermalization of subexcitation electrons.

The good overall accord of our calculated yield values with
the experimental data available from the literature demonstrates
that Monte Carlo simulation methods offer a most promising
avenue at present to further develop our understanding of
temperature effects in the radiolysis of water. Currently, work
is in progress at our laboratory to calculate theg-values in liquid
water as a function of temperature and for a variety of LET,
using those simulation techniques.
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